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Internal Passports in Sweden
An underused source for the early 1800s

BY HANS HANNER
PROJECT MANAGER
In Sweden, internal passports (Swedish
name: Inrikes pass) were used for many
hundred years. The oldest document stating the existence of passports (then called
“our letter”) actually dates as far back as
1279, when “our letter” had to be carried
by men serving the king. With this letter
they had the legal right to demand food and
lodging for the night when travelling on
errands of the king.
In the 16th century the word “pass”
(passport) was used for the first time. The
people now being controlled were primarily merchants. But soon after that, when
the statesman Axel Oxenstierna in 1634
laid the foundations for the modern central administrative structure of the state, it
became possible for the ruler of the country to actually control every single citizen.
In Axel Oxenstierna’s structure, counties (län) were created, and the head of
every county - landshövdingen - was
directly responsible for carrying out the
king’s orders. Simply put, he was the king’s
stand-in in the county over which he ruled.
The administration grew and also
needed some time to become really
efficient. From the end of the 17th century
and the beginning of the 18th century this
growing bureaucratic efficiency did leave
its traces! Here and there in Swedish
archives we can today find documents from
this period mirroring how well (or poorly!)
the passport administration was functioning.
The largest bulk of passport documents
that has been saved dates from the period
1812–1860. In 1812 there was political
instability in Europe, a situation that
triggered the state to inflict on its people
the strictest rules for internal passports that
the country had ever seen.
After almost fifty years of peace, and
during a time when travelling and com-

munication increased tremendously, the
need to control where and when people
travelled, and even to forbid them to do
so, diminished. A vicar and member of
parliament spoke in the Swedish parliament in 1858 and stated that he had travelled about in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark without even one official asking to
see his passport.
Only two years later the parliament, on
21 September 1860, voted for that passports were no longer a requirement for
travelling. One amazing fact is that this
decision not only applied to internal, but
also to international passports! This meant
that people emigrating from Sweden did
not need passports to do so. To find our
ancestors who emigrated to the U.S. after
this date we use passenger lists, the records
of Ellis Island, and other sources, but not
lists of Swedish passports. However, if
someone was travelling to a country that
demanded a passport for entering, of
course a passport could be issued on
request.
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The picture shows page two of a passport that belonged to the tailor’s apprentice
Carl Lundberg, and that was issued by the
mayor of Mariestad (in western Sweden)
in the year 1834.
The documents that have been saved in
our archives are interesting for a number
of reasons. It’s quite clear that this was seen
solely as “working material” and that the
documents many times were sorted out to
be thrown away at one point or another.
The ones that have been saved are many
times unfortunately in bad shape. Still,
there are quite a number of documents left
to work with regarding internal passports.
For the genealogist one tricky but also
fascinating aspect is that finding your
relative in this material is worse than
looking for a needle in a haystack!
However - today we have the internet and
we have the possibility to actually register
every single person we find in these
documents.
In 2010 The Genealogical Society of
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Sweden (Genealogiska Föreningen or GF)
initiated a long-running project to do just
that. The goal is to register all people we
can find in this fascinating material.

What documents have
been saved?
First we think of the passport itself. Well,
they were carried around by the person
travelling, and so we cannot expect to find
a large number of them, even though some
were handed in when a person reached his
or her destination or when the passport was
worn-out (such as the one in the picture
above). Today, some actually are found
hidden or forgotten in family chests in people’s houses.
Lists – “passjournaler” were created
when passports were issued. Many of them
have been saved and every page contains
valuable information on a number of
people. In the project these are the first
priority to digitize. As soon as the digitized
pages appear on GF:s website we have
people that start working on them, building
up the records that we can search in and
hopefully find our relatives.

Swedish citizens
emigrating
Many Swedish people who left for the
United States before 1860 can hopefully
be found in this material. Today we have a
record containing almost 200,000 names,
at this moment 222 of these state the destination “Amerika” (or “America”). The
period that has been our main focus so far
is 1812-1860. A large number of people in
the early part of that period (approx. 18131816) have been registered, and as our
work progresses we move forward through
time. Please see the bottom graph on this
page for amount of registrations for each
year.

American citizens
visiting
There were also American citizens visiting
Sweden. If you do a search for people with
“Amerika” as their home (hemort) you find
over 140 Americans. The number of U.S.
citizens in the material however is most
certainly larger, as not everyone had a note
made of where they came from.
Quite a number of the U.S. visitors were
sailors. As they arrived at a Swedish port
and then travelled on, they would receive
a Swedish passport, either for the trip to
another Swedish port or to a port abroad.
On January 8th, 1813, sailor Samuel Francis was issued a passport from Gothenburg
to Copenhagen. We know very little about
him, but we know he was 24 years old at
the time (i.e. born around 1789) and AfroAmerican. Every person travelling that did
not have a business or an employment was
described as to their looks, usually age, hair
color, eye color and height. Samuel Francis is described simply with the Swedish
word for negro – “neger.”
We also find U.S. citizens working with
merchandise in these lists. On July 17th,
1813, an American merchant’s assistant
Stephen Field received a passport for travelling from Gothenburg to America. It was
documented that he was 40 years old at
the time, i.e. possibly born in 1773, that he
had dark hair, blue eyes, and a body of
“ordinary” build. On the same date we find
Mr. Robert Peele, possibly a friend or business colleague, also destined for America.
Mr. Peele was seven years older than Stephen Field, i.e. born around 1766, and has
the same description of his looks as Stephen Field.

A piece of American
history reflected in the
passport lists
Yes, indeed, we find high and low in these
lists. Everyone travelling had to have a
passport. Even a minister who later became
a U.S. president. The peace treaty to end
the war between Canada (Britain) and the
U.S. was signed in Ghent in December
1814 by five U.S. ministers and diplomats
that had negotiated and eventually signed
the treaty – John Quincy Adams, James A.
Bayard Sr., Henry Clay, Albert Gallatin,
and Jonathan Russel.
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Henry Clay 1777–1852.

In The Papers of Henry Clay, volume 1,
some interesting information about these
negotiations are to be found. An early plan
was actually to hold the negotiations in
Gothenburg, Sweden. For this, Clay and
Russell arrived in Gothenburg on 14 April
1814.
Jonathan Russell was the U.S. ambassador to Sweden in Stockholm during
the years 1814-1818. On April 18, 1814,
he was issued a passport for a trip from
Gothenburg to Stockholm. Joining him on
his trip was “Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Russell
as well as servants.”
In a letter written by James Bayard in
London on 22 April he writes that the
negotiations now were relocated to a city
in Holland.
On 23 April Henry Clay was issued a
passport in Gothenburg for a trip up the
Göta älv (river) to the city of Trollhättan,
approximately 76 kilometers northeast of
Gothenburg: “His Excellency The United
American States Minister Plenipotentiare
at the Peace Congress here with Great Britain Mr. Henry Clay with servants to Trollhättan and back.”
On 2 June, Henry Clay was issued a
passport in Gothenburg for travelling with
a servant over Denmark to Holland.
John Quincy Adams had been the first
U.S. ambassador in Russia, placed in St.
Petersburg. When leaving Russia he
travelled over Stockholm and Gothenburg.
He first appears in the passport lists in
Gothenburg on 9 June when the Swedish
19-year-old servant Nils Ericsson, who
followed him from Stockholm to Gothenburg, was issued a passport for his trip back

to Stockholm. “Servant Nils Ericsson, that
has come here with the American Minister
John Quincy Adams, back to Stockholm.”
On 11 June passports were issued in
Gothenburg for both Russell and Adams
for travelling to Holland.
“[June] 11. His Excellency Russel, Minister from the United States of America,
with Suite by sea to - Holland or the
Netherlands.”

The future of the
passport project
To digitize the Swedish passport documents and also to index all the names is a
huge project. Jokingly we have said it will
probably not take more than 90 years or
so. Still, every month new interesting passport holders are being added and new
searches can be made in the material.

Please feel free to contact the group
working with this at the email address
inrikespass@genealogi.net.
If you want more extensive research
done on this material, please contact our
research services. Just klick on “Roots in
Sweden?” on the right-hand side of our
web page.
The web address for this is found on
p. 26.

An ordinary passport

The negotiations in Ghent began in August 1814.

The passport to the left was issued by the
office of the county governor (Kongl.
Maj:ts befallningshafvande) in Västmanland county (län).
The handwritten text is all about the
persons that wanted this passport for their
travels:
Som Ringaren Eric Pehrsson Sandbergs
Enak Anna Hansdotter och Timmermannen Johan Norrströms Enka Catharina Andersdotter, samt Brandvagtskarlens Eric Olsson Backlunds Hustru Cathrina Margareta Strömberg, alla här i staden anmält sig villja Resa till Hedemora
och Sahla marknader för att afyttra
Pepparkakor och Smörbakelser.
In English: as the bellringer Eric Pehrsson Sandberg’s Widow Anna Hansdotter
and the Carpenter Johan Norrström’s
Widow Catharina Andersdotter, as well as
the Fire Watch Eric Olsson Backlund’s
Wife Cathrina Margareta Strömberg, all
from this city, have announced their will
to travel to Hedemora and Sahla markets
to sell Gingerbread and Butter pastries.
Thus they are given this passport, and
everyone whose duty it is to keep an eye
on travellers are asked to let these people,
who have the right to travel free and without hindrance to pass through: this passport is valid for the travel there and back
again.
Issued at Västerås Castle and the Office
of the domestic sub-office. Date: 28
January 1830.
On behalf of the County Governor’s
office.
(Illegible signatures)
Gratis (no fee to pay)
Nytt pass den 27/1 1831. (On 27 January
1831 they got a new passport).
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Reality search
Some advice for doing Swedish research at the FHL
BY FRAN PAULSON

Each year the participants in the Salt Lake
City SAG week find new facts and locate
a few lost souls; get thoroughly confused
by the handwriting and ever-changing Swedish spelling; and decide they’ll be better
prepared next year. By the end of a week
in the Family History Library most of us
are comfortable with the routine and
excited about what we have found; then
we pack up and leave. Our knowledge dims
through the year so that most of us must
restart our internal computers and try to
pick up where we left off. This has become
a continuous learning experience for many
of us, each year we learn a little more and
forget some of it. We feel lucky that such
talented leaders as Elisabeth, Ingrid, Ulf,
Jill, Wilma, and Geoff are there to guide
us. Each year they drop wisdom around us
like falling leaves; we rake some in, make
use of it, and then discard the lot.
This year I decided it would be interesting to collect some of this knowledge and
make a written record of it. Once this was
down on paper, we would have a reference
that could be used when preparing for the
next year’s study. It could also be a valuable
guide for new researchers and the “occasional genealogist” among us. I’m certain
there are more things that should be cited,
but these are the tips I collected at the end
of the 2003 Swedish American Genealogist Workshop. If you have other hints to
add, send them in to SAG; we could end
up with a valuable study guide and leave
our mark on SAG forever.
1) The most confusing part of researching Swedish records is getting familiar with the strange writing. Slanting S’s
sometimes look like F’s or L’s or J’s or they
might just be fancy flourishes. This simple
tip from one of our experts will help. Look
elsewhere on the page for the same letter
used in another word. That word may be
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easier to understand and you can confidently decide what letter the writer had
meant it to be.
2) When looking through countless lists
(household records, ship manifests, civil
and court entries, etc.) with only a name
and birth date to guide you – look for the
date, not the name. Numbers are easier to
read and plainly written with none of those
extravagant elaborations some Swedish
record keepers used. It will also help when
dealing with the commonality of Swedish
names. Find the year, check the month and
day, then check the name. Bingo, you’ve
found Uncle Gustaf. Using the year and date
could save you from hours of tracking
someone else’s Cousin Bengta.
3) You should remember that not all
dates and names are written in stone. When
you think you’ve found the right parents and
the right child but she’s born on the wrong
day, consider that the recorder or information giver may have made , . . . a mistake. I
found two Elna’s with the same last name
and birthday but different parents. One turned out to be an error and I wasted time
chasing the wrong family. Further checking
of birth records I found both baby Elnas,
with different birth dates and I was able to
select the right family.
4) This tip, a variation on the above, will
help you follow a family through those
confusing Husförhörslängd lists. Pick the
most unusual name in the family and follow
it. You’ll find lots of men named Nils; fewer
called Åke. With Åke’s birth year, month,
and day in hand, you’ll have an easy time
spotting your family’s record. This tip
works especially well when you are doing
a computer search. Why look through hundreds of Lars Jonsson when there’s probably only a few Åke Jonssons. This is so
simple but it is often overlooked and can
lead to much confusion.
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5) If you can’t find the family you are
researching, you may find that they have
moved to another parish, usually nearby.
Get a map of parishes from the “Genealogical Guidebook and Atlas of Sweden.”
One of our fearless leaders told me that is
the first place she looks when she is starting a search. Not only will you be able to
track family moves, you’ll also get the
correct spelling and that could save you
from a lot of lost time. ‘Bjuv’ can be
written so it looks like ‘Örja’ when recorded with swirling letters.
6) First names change and change and
change from report to report to report.
Sometimes this may be by design, sometimes by mistake. Pål or Pol is sometimes
Påhl; Johanna becomes Hannah; Alma can
be derived from Albertine. One baby I
researched started life as Maria Lena,
answered to Lena as a young woman, and
became Magdalena after she married.
7) The Household records follow the
same pattern through the years. Once
you’ve found your family, they will usually
show up at the same place, often on the
same page number. Find the parish, look
through to the farm and page where you
found them before. Unless they have
moved, you will find them living in the
same house. If you find the farm and page
but no family, go back to the beginning
and check again. They may have moved
up to a better house or the eldest son had
become the family head.
8) Go back through the records more
than once, especially if this is the first time
you’ve looked at them; it takes time to
adjust to different writing patterns. If
you’ve failed to find the family, go back
through from end to beginning; the name
may pop out at you from this different
perspective.
9) Don’t miss finding widower Grandpa

Olof or Sister Sissa mixed in with a new
family listing. Read the whole page. There
may be other relatives, married siblings,
or old Mom and Dad listed with the new
head of family, his wife, and children or
they could be listed separately near the
bottom of the page.
10) Don’t give up because a name you
found doesn’t sound Swedish. It is easy to
discount such names as Ralph or Harriet
but who’s to say your ancestor didn’t want
to give the child a singular name. Certain
names are common in one area and not in
another so don’t think it’s wrong just
because this is the first time you’ve seen
it; check the dates and other family names.
Also remember that different name may
make it easier to follow the family when
doing future research.
11) Cite your sources or you could spend
time looking at the same data. You might
even copy information more than once and
those 23 cents add up. If you find information in more than one source, write them
all down. Check what you’ve found before
you decide this is new info. Some future
researcher will bless you for keeping detailed records.
12) Look at other records not just the
Husförhörslängd. Check Mantal lists, in/
och utflyttningslängd, Födde, Vigde, and
Döde records. Some of these go back
further than the household records and you
could surprise yourself by finding a GreatGreat-Great-Grandfather. The Mantal lists
helped one researcher find someone that
was missing from her family records for
20 years. He had moved to another farm
and was alive and well with a new family.
13) Browse the library’s books and
references; don’t fear the printed word.
Some people spend all their time on the
computer and never find out that there’s
lots of great stuff to be found in hard copy
sources. You might find a picture of the
farm your ancestors called home, Grandpa’s name on an army list, or even an old
photo of the relative who stayed behind.
14) Tackle those probate records (bouppteckning) even if they sound dull and
daunting. We heard several positive stories
about the wondrous things people found
in probate records. Decide to give it a try
next year.
15) Review, review, review before you
leave. Don’t get home and find that you
lack one necessary bit of information or
date. Keep a written record of what you

have found and where you found it. It could
save you from having to wait for next year
to add one vital fact.
16) Repetition is the best way to learn.
If one of our great leaders shows you how
to find something, on computer, film, or in
a reference book, do it again, immediately,
to implant it in your brain. Do it a second
time and then teach it to someone else.
Chances are you’ll never need to ask again
and you’ll be well on your way to becoming
an experienced researcher.
17) Be comfortable while you research;
you’ll get more done. Give your eyes a rest
when studying those microfilms or computer screens. Look off into the distance;
get up and move about. Tired eyes might
miss something and a tense body could
distract you. Drink lots of water; SLC is
very dry, and you can get dehydrated. Use
lotion on your hands and face. Wear layers
of clothing; the temperature in the library
varies depending upon where you are
working.
18) If you can’t find the film you need,
check at the desk. I waited and waited for
a film to return thinking someone else was
using it. When I finally asked I was told
the film wasn’t in the stacks; it had to be
ordered. If all else fails go to the desk with
your film number and ask about it – but
don’t wait until the last day as it takes 1 or
2 days to arrive at the library. The same
goes for ordering books.
19) Resolve to bring fewer clothes and
stay longer. This good advice comes from
a first-timer. Staying a few days longer
might be a good time to collect your information and find anything you missed. It’s
a tempting thought, but our trusted leaders
will be gone and you’ll be on your own.
Coming early is another good idea. Spend
Saturday in the library to get a jump-start
relearning library procedure and maybe
even do some research.

The library is closed on Sunday but you
can attend the Mormon Choir broadcast, a
musical treat, and you’ll have time to
explore the city and university or visit a
museum or two.You’ll be ready for the
work week ahead.
20) Final tip – try to find things on your
own; it’s a satisfying thing to do. Take a
collection of records to one of our gurus
and have them bless your research. You’ll
go home happy, determined you’ll do better next year.

Looks like B1! The International floor
of the Family History Library.

Fran Paulson (1922–2011). (Photo by E.
Thorsell).
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**********************
Editor’s note:
This article was written years ago by author
Fran Paulson, who sent it to Karna Olsson, our then leader of the workshop.
Karna sent it to me, and I immediately lost
in my various heaps of paper. It resurfaced
earlier this summer, and I thought it was
too good to be lost again. However, things
have changed since Fran was a part of the
workshop – computers have replaced the
microfilms etc, so I have changed a few
things.
Fran (full name: Frances C.) was born
on 23 April 1922 in Beaver, Nance Co.,
Nebraska, and died 25 February 2011 in
Chicago. She worked for years as a journalist.
Her parents, George and Geris Paulson,
were both the children of immigrating
Swedes, which explains her interest in the
SAG workshop, of which she was a member each year from 2000 to 2009.
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News from the Swenson Center
Käbblet (the disputes) in Sugar Grove: the search for answers about a
community’s history through the difficulties of its ministers

BY JOHN EVERETT JONES
2017 OLSSON SCHOLAR

Very little is known about the first decade
of the Swedish immigrant experience in
Warren Co., PA, and Chautauqua Co., NY,
and, despite a centennial celebration in
1946, our local histories provide few
details. Ours was one of the first Swedish
settlements1 in America and by 1860 there
were nearly a thousand Swedes in the area
around Jamestown, NY. They established
the foundation for a community that would
support the flood of Swedish immigrants
who began to arrive in 1866 after the close
of the American Civil War. Uncovering the
stories of these early Swedes is the aim of
my research.2
Early histories focused on the important
figures who played a role in establishing
the Methodist and then the Lutheran
congregations in our area: Olof G. Hedstrom, Tuve N. Hasselquist, and Jonas
Swensson. However, their collective
biographies shed little light on our early
settlers and reference (without elaboration)
discord within the community. Lutheran
church histories have indicted B.G.P.
Bergenlund3 as the culprit for problems
within the Lutheran congregations. Eric
Norelius, in his history of the pioneer
Swedish settlements,4 blamed Bergenlund
for the difficulties that Jonas Swensson encountered when he arrived in 1856 to serve
his first American congregations in Sugar
Grove, Wrightsville, and Jamestown.
Norelius also blamed Bergenlund for
the difficulties that Lars P. Esbjörn experienced in his last years at Andover.
Aside from the complaint made by
Norelius that Bergenlund wore long gloves
during one of his sermons and that he had
experimented with shortening his surname
to Berglund, I am still trying to determine
the issues behind the dissension and the
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extent of the divisions among the Swedish
pioneers. To gain a further understanding
of these difficulties, I was able to go
through the correspondence of Norelius at
the Swenson Center as well as the correspondence of Hasselquist in the Special
Collections of Thomas Tredway Library on
the same campus at Augustana College.
Many questions arise from this onesided history. Was Bergenlund a scapegoat
for a congregation that was marked by
intractable factions? Was Norelius blaming
Bergenlund for a situation that rattled
Swensson and nearly made Swensson return to Sweden? Were the Swedish settlements in our area divided by religion or
class identity or regionalism? Did these
problems arise because some of the original settlers were läsare? Was the situation
of the Jamestown community similar to the
division found in nearby Sugar Grove?
I am looking for clues about this turbulence within the letters that I found in
the Swenson Center archives and in the
Evangelical Lutheran Church Archives in
Elk Grove, IL, that were written by Swedes
from our area to these ministers. My hope
is that once I complete transcribing and
translating these letters I’ll be able to account for the forces at work that affected
the Swedish community in Sugar Grove in
the 1850s. By the end of that decade, almost half of the original Swedes (including
Germund and Catherine Johnson who were
the first family to settle in Warren County)
had moved West, primarily to Goodhue and
Carver counties in Minnesota. Coincidentally, the Johnsons were neighbors for
decades of Eric and Inga Norelius in Vasa.
My most significant finds at the Swenson Center turned out to be in the personal
files of Evald B. Lawson (1904-1965) a
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president of Upsala College in New Jersey.
When that college closed in 1995, its
theological collection was transferred to the
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia, but the remainder became part of the
archives at the Swenson Center. Lawson
had been involved with plans for the 1946
centennial celebration in Chandlers Valley
and published biographical material about
Jonas Swensson. His files contain extensive
notes about sources of information about
Rev. Swensson’s work in Sugar Grove and
Jamestown as well as his later career. The
original membership list made by Jonas
Swensson in 1856-1858 for the congregations in Sugar Grove, Wrightsville, and
Jamestown was found in the Evald B. Lawson files.
Advancements in the study of immigrant
communities are made through genealogies
and, vice versa, discoveries in family history through community studies.
This retelling of the stories of the first
settlers in the Jamestown area is being
accomplished through a reconstruction of
the Swedish community. I have been parsing census and other references with family
genealogies to build a database of these
early Swedes. This effort has identified
Swedes who were in our area during this
time period (1844-1865), their arrival in the
United States (the name of the vessel) and
their emigration from Sweden (the parish
of origin). These data are usually extended
to identify their birthplace and date, their
parents and siblings, and their death place
and date (usually in the U.S.).
My research has identified two regions
of origin for most of the Swedes in our area
before the Civil War: 1) the border parishes in southern Östergötland, northwestern
Kalmar, and eastern Jönkopings län; and

News from the Swenson Center
2) parishes in northwestern Älvsborgs län.
This research has also identified the
Jamestown area as a significant waystation
for Swedes who later moved West.
While individual genealogies have
provided important information about the
Swedish community in our area, in return,
this regional study have been providing
clues about individuals whose origins were
not established in previous research by
their descendants. Common families, common origin parishes, and common emigration has enabled identification of a substantial percentage of the Swedish immigrants in our area. The staff at the Swenson Center and their resources made it
possible to identify a few more of the remaining “stone walls.” And that seems to
be a specialty of the staff - assisting
researchers who already have extensive
knowledge push through to new insights
and discoveries.
** *
Last year I found two articles in Hemlandet thanks to the search feature of the Swedish-American Newspaper collection a
joint project of the Minnesota Historical
Society, Kungliga biblioteket (National
Library of Sweden), the American Swedish
Institute, and the Swenson Center. The
Hemlandet articles were written in 1877
and contained source material from Frederick J. Johnson, one of the original settlers
in Chandlers Valley, and provide details
about their settlement that had not been
included in later histories nor referenced

in other works. Research at the Swenson
Center also provided me with a translation
of these articles – the translator was not
identified. This translation was of an article
written by Rev. H.O. Lindblad that was
among his papers. Rev. Lindblad had
worked in the Hessel Valley congregation
and his article had been a slightly edited
reprint of the two earlier articles printed in
Hemlandet.

Endnotes:
1) The first settlers in our area were from
the same area as Peter Cassel and left a
year later (1846) aboard the Virginia to
join Cassel in Iowa. Three out of four
onboard lacked the funds to complete
this journey west and ended up in Buffalo, working as farm laborers. This
group that was left behind never made it
to New Sweden, Iowa, and after a year
or two working near Buffalo, settled
instead in Andover, IL, or in Sugar
Grove, PA.
2) My ongoing research, see link on p.26.
3) Bengt Gustav Pehrsson Bergenlund
(b.19 Feb 1821 Norra Åkarp, Kristianstads län, d. 25 Dec 1889 Solberga, Göteborgs och Bohus län). Bergenlund
returned to Sweden in 1861 and wrote
about his experiences and disappointments in his autobiography Den faderlöse främlingen published in Göteborg
in 1871.
4) Eric Norelius’s discussion of B.G.P.
Bergenlund begins with his history of the
congregation in Andover, Illinois (pages
164-171), and then is extended in his his-

tory of the congregations in Jamestown
and Sugar Grove (p. 520-522). In Bergendoff’s translation, see pages 106-114
(Andover) and 236-240 (Sugar Grove
and Jamestown). Eric Norelius, De
svenska luterska församlingarnas och
Svenskarnas historia i Amerika. Rock
Island, IL, Lutheran Augustana Book
Concern, 1890. Digital edition: see link
on p. 26. Translated and edited by Conrad Bergendoff: The Pioneer Swedish
Settlements and Swedish Lutheran
Churches in America, 1845-1860. Augustana Rock Island, Illinois: Augustana
Historical Society, 1984.

The author:
John Everett Jones is an architect living in
Collegeville, PA, and a native of Chautauqua Co., NY (Jonsson > Jones). He has
cowritten an article with Donald Sandy and
Jennifer Liber Raines about their discovery
of documentation of the orphans of the
passengers of the Virginia in 1846; see
“The Buffalo Orphan Asylum and the Settlement of Swedes in Northwestern Pennsylvania and Western New York” SwedishAmerican Historical Quarterly, Vol. 67,
No. 4 (October 2016), p 216-240.

His e-mail is:
jamestownswedes@hotmail.com

Rotemannen 3 is here!
Now the new version of Rotemannen,
the complete database for Stockholm
1878–1926, has been released. USB.

Jill Seaholm, Lisa Huntsha, John Everett Jones, and Susanne Titus.
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Handwriting Example #52

Västra Tollstad (E) C:6 (1824-1861) Image 98 / page 187 (AID: v42420.b98.s187, NAD: SE/VALA/00452) (Arkiv Digital).
Thanks to Helene Leaf of Moline, IL, for the picture.

This is a wedding record from the parish
of Västra Tollstad in western Östergötland.
The groom is the farm hand Anders Pettersson from Haninge Skattegård, (b. 5
Aug. 1796 in Heda (Östg.) and the bride is
the piga Anna Cajsa Forsberg from the
same place (b. 15 Apr. 1800 in Stockholm).
The unusual thing about this couple is
that Anna Cajsa is an orphan, and has no
known relatives.
Thus she needs to place and advertisement in the official newspaper Post- och
Inrikes Tidningarne in Stockholm, according to a Royal decree of 26 Oct. 1791.
She also needed to have a permit to
marry from her foster parents, Eric Andersson and his wife Brita Olofsdotter of Råstorp in Stora Åby parish, which she got on
March 1824.
The young couple were married in Västra Tollstad church 26 May 1824. Their first
child, Mathilda Emelie, was born already
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on 24 July 1824 at Haninge Skattegård. The
next one was a little boy, Jonas, born 27
Dec. 1825 in the same place. In 1826 the
family moved to nearby Sjöstorp in Ödeshög parish; not followed after that.
It might be of interest to researchers in
the area that Ödeshög is often mentioned
and written as Össjö.

A note on Alvastra in
Västra Tollstad
In the 1100s King Sverker the Elder and
Queen Ulvhild lived at Alvastra, but no one
knows exactly where their farm lay. They
donated their farm to Cistercian monks
from French Clarivaux, which founded
Alvastra Monastery in 1143. The monastery's 400-year history ended when Gustav
I came to power. The monastery was taken
over by the crown and converted into a
royal estate as a result of the Reformation.

Västra Tollstad church as it looked before the
1840s when a new church was built.

During the monastery time Alvastra was
a famous burial place for members of the
nobility, including the kings, Sverker the
Elder (1156), Sverker the Younger (1210)
and King Johan Sverkersson (1222). Ulf
Gudmarsson was buried here in 1344. He
was the husband of Sweden’s national saint
Heliga Birgitta (Saint Bridget).
Transcription and translation on p. 20.
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A short visit to the Forest Finn area in Värmland
BY ELISABETH THORSELL

Forest Finns?

A bus trip into history

Until 1809 Finland was a part of the Swedish realm, just like Småland or Östergötland. Swedish was the official language in
Finland, even if a large part of the population in the eastern part spoke Finnish, a
language which is very different from
Swedish.
During the later 1500s there were many
conflicts within Sweden over who should
be King of Sweden. In Finland the Russians
tried to conquer territory that traditionally
belonged to Sweden. The people in that
part of the country suffered greatly from
the warfare, and wished to move to other
more peaceful areas in the country.
Also, the Finns that lived near to the border to Russia had their own form of
farming. It was called svedjebruk (or slashand-burn). This means that they cut down
a forest area in the spring, let it dry for a
year, and then put fire to it, and then
afterwards sowed a special kind of rye,
which was harvested the next year. This
means that they had to have a number of
forest areas to use during the various steps
to be able to harvest rye every year.
The Swedish crown invited Finns from
eastern Finland to come to the huge forest
areas in Sweden during the middle 1500s
and during the 1600s, as then the forests
were not used for anything. But by the
middle 1600s the iron industry in Sweden
started to grow rapidly, and the forests were
now more restricted from the Finn way of
farming. The forests were now vital for
making charcoal for the iron blast furnaces
and iron works, and many of the Finns were
used to work those.
However, especially in Värmland province, many Finns were able to continue
the traditional way of life until the early
1900s, and some still spoke Finnish until
then.
There are many descendants of the Finns
still around and they are very interested in
their roots. There is a DNA project where
they are gathering as much information as
possible to verify the family lines.
Read more: SAG 2008/4, page 16,
where I wrote about this before.
The Finnskogscenter (link on p. 26) has
some booklets in English.

In late August 2017 I went on a bus tour
from Karlstad to the Finn areas in northern
Värmland organized by the Värmland
Genealogical Society. The trip took us
along the Fryken lakes to Sunne and then
Torsby and finally Lekvattnet, some 130
kilometers in drizzling rain and thick
forests along the road.
Our goal was the fairly recently relocated Torsby Finnskogscenter which
used to be in Torsby proper. Now they have
modern premises in a former school. The
institution is part of Värmlands Museum.
They have interesting displays of the Forest Finn life, they have a rich library on
the subject, and a huge archive with material collected from several learned Finn
Forest researchers. As we were a busload
we were not allowed to do any research at
that time.

The Nordic countries in 1595 after the Peace
Treaty of Teusina.

This map shows the distribution of Finn settlements in Sweden and Norway. The lower arrow
shows that many came by way of Stockholm, the upper one shows that many came to ports in
Gävle and further north.

smoke come out in the room, to keep the
warmth. It stayed just below the ceiling.
Old folks could sleep on top of the oven.

Next we visited the Finn farm of Karmenkynna,
also in Lekvattnet.

The old Finns built their houses according to their custom with a huge fireplace in a corner of the room, and let the
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The beginning and end of Nobel Lodge, No. 288, Moline, IL
A disappearing part of Swedish America
BY LILLY SETTERDAHL
Nobel Lodge No. 288 of Vasa Order of
America was founded in Moline, Illinois,
February 22, 1914, with 14 charter members. Due to a dwindling membership, the
lodge held its last meeting 6 July 2017, and
will merge with Bishop Hill Lodge, No.
683.
Of the seven members on record at the
time of dissolution, only four attended all
the meetings. They were Linda Lootens,
chairman, Elayne Hogan, secretary, chaplain and auditor, Karen Heinzel, treasurer,
and Lilly Setterdahl, MC, historian, and
auditor. The other three members were
Linnea Thompson and Mitch and Margaret Esken. Recently, we have met most
often at restaurants or in a member’s home.
Our members agreed that it was sad to
dissolve our lodge, but our chairman Linda
is moving to Ooltewah, Tennessee, in August, and we couldn’t see a way to continue.
Elayne Hogan, our eldest member, is 91
and has been a member of our lodge for
70 years. Through the years, she has faithfully attended meetings. She served as
chaplain and auditor for many years and
as our secretary from 4 Oct. 2012(?).
Since 2013, we have donated thousands
of dollars to the Vasa Archives in Bishop
Hill. The funds were used for a new
vacuum cleaner, three display cases, and
new toilets. At our last meeting, we finalized our donation of $5,000 to the Vasa
Archives Endowment Fund with a request
that a donor plaque be made and displayed
at the archives. After all the bills are paid,
the balance in our account will go to
Bishop Hill Lodge No. 683. We agreed to
deposit our charter, regalia, and remaining
records at the Vasa Archives.
We celebrated our 100th anniversary on
5 April 2014, at Community Christian
Church, 4330 12th Avenue, Moline, with
a Smörgåsbord and about 40 guests, including four district officers and several
members of the Bishop Hill lodge. Rollie
Kraus and Roger Anderson of Bishop Hill
provided the entertainment by portraying
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Ole and Lena, the much-beloved Scandinavian characters.
At our anniversary celebration, I related
some of the history of our lodge that I had
translated from the original minutes that
were written in Swedish and deposited at
the Vasa Archives in Bishop Hill, Illinois.
Unfortunately, we are lacking minutes for
long periods of time: 1960-1986; May
1990-May 2002; and 2011-2012. If found,
they should be deposited at the Vasa
Archives. An album with pictures from the
convention in Moline in 1984, a list of
names of people who have belonged to our
lodge, and other material concerning the
history of our lodge were on display.

Anniversary talk in 2014
“We all know that our lodge was named
after Alfred Nobel. Toward the end of his
life he divided his time between his summer residence in Karlskoga and his winter
residence in Italy. He died in San Remo,
Italy in 1896. The Nobel Prizes would have
been established in Italy, if it had not been
for the fact that Alfred Nobel stabled his
horse in Karlskoga. At that time, a man’s
legal residence was the place where he kept
his horse!
“When Nobel Lodge was founded one
hundred years ago, the Swedish presence
in America was at the largest it would ever
be, which explains why it was easy to get
members to join the new lodge.
“The first Swedes to settle in Moline
arrived on foot from Chicago in 1847. The
following year, another Swede arrived from
Andover. Moline was still a small hamlet
at the time.
“John Deere and his business partners
began to make plows in Moline in the fall
of 1848, and Deere actively recruited
Swedish blacksmiths to his shop. In 1865,
a Swede by the name of Andrew Freeberg
established the Moline Plow Company and
became a competitor of Deere. Many
Swedes then preferred to work for him.
“In 1870, half of Moline’s population
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was Swedish. The language spoken on the
streets and in the stores was often Swedish.
As the population grew, the percentage of
Swedes became smaller. To begin with, the
Swedes lived in the area along the railroad,
where the first Swedish churches were
built. The history of Moline includes seven
Swedish-American mayors, which is remarkable for a small town.
“One of the many organizations founded
by Swedes was Nobel Lodge No. 288 of
the Vasa Order of America. The lodge was
organized on 22 February 1914. People
walked to the meetings or rode streetcars.
There were more horses than cars on the
streets. The women wore long dresses and
large hats.
“The first officers elected were Dr. E.
A. Edlen, chairman; Axel Tholine, vice
chairman; Gust D. Nordahl, treasurer; N.
E. Munson, financial secretary; Mart
Noreen, recording secretary; John Freed,
vice recording secretary; C. A. Tholine,
master of ceremonies; Axel Carlson, chaplain; Eric Walline, inner guard; Simon
Ohlson, outer guard. (The names on the
charter are illegible.).
“I have looked at the earliest minutes
that are preserved at the Vasa Archives and
found that 17 new members joined the
lodge when the second meeting was held
on 3 March. The lodge decided to order
500 applications. (Early membership
records list the place of birth in Sweden.
The records for hundreds of lodges have
been microfilmed.) Nobel Lodge voted to
exclude members who were saloonkeepers
and bartenders. A counter proposition was
made to also exclude everyone who had
anything to do with the sale or making of
intoxicating drink. However, John Freed
said it was enough to exclude the saloonkeepers and bartenders. After a lengthy
debate, his motion won approval with a
large majority. The temperance movement
was strong at the time. The consumption
of hard liquor was much greater than it is

today, and it contributed to the Prohibition
that began in January of 1920.
“On 14 April 27 new members joined
the lodge. On 28 April, when the chairman
was C. A. Tholine, 15 new members joined.
On 12 May six new members were added.
On 27 May, no less than 30 new members
joined. Two monthly meetings were held.
“In June 1914, Hjalmar Widell was the
chairman and Oscar Bjurstrom the secretary. Bjurstrom remained as the recording
secretary for many years. So far, the lodge
had only added members, but in August
two women asked to withdraw for unstated
reasons. The meeting was held in the Swedish Olive Building, and the Olive Chorus
of Moline entertained.
“Early in 1915, Oscar Ring chaired the
meetings. At that time, 55 members were
stricken from the membership rolls because
they owed dues for up to 15 months.
“In May of 1915, a lady’s sewing circle
was formed. The next year, the sewing
circle ladies declared that they would not
act as the serving committee at the meetings
any more. Instead, a special refreshment
committee had to take care of the responsibility of serving hundreds of people. The
rent was $18.00 for the first quarter of the
year.
“In February of 1916, the lodge decided
to rent the “Red Men’s Hall” for the
meetings. All the membership applications
had been used up, and the lodge again
decided to order 500 applications. John
Freed served as chairman until 1917 when
Hjalmar Widell was elected to take his
place.
“In October 1917, when the U.S. had
joined the war on the Allied side, it was
reported that the inner guard, Brother John
Nelson, had been drafted. Henry Carlson
was elected to fill the post.
“In June 1918, the General Defense
Committee requested that funds be collected for imprisoned fellow men. The
lodge collected $15.00.
“Oscar Bjurstrom still served as secretary in 1939. Sometime before 1947,
Edwin Lundstrom assumed the role. Hedvig Jacobson was the secretary for ten years
from 1948 until the end of 1959.
“Nobel Lodge hosted District Conventions in 1921, ‘28, ‘40, ‘49, and ‘55. In
‘76 and ‘84 our lodge cosponsored the convention together with the Bishop Hill
lodge. Three former members of our lodge
have served as district masters: Oscar Ring

in 1920, Rupert Kask in 1929, and Carl
Cederblad in the 1990s. Sture Dahlstrom
and Carl Cederblad were members of the
Grand Lodge Executive Board.
“The dues in 1931 were between one
dollar and $1.50 a year. In 1935 (note that
this was during the Great Depression), the
lodge bought six acres of land located on
the shore of Rock River and built Camp
Nobel that opened in 1936. It was incorporated in ‘39 and an addition was built
in 1940. The lodge had its headquarters at
Camp Nobel until 1962 when the clubhouse was sold.
“A children’s club was formed in the
1940s, and the women started a drill team
under the leadership of Sture Dahlstrom.
The ladies’ sewing circle sold crafts at an
annual fall festival and bazaar at the camp.
In 1956, the sewing circle published a Vasa
cookbook, containing 101 recipes. That
same year, the lodge had 460 members and
held winter meetings at the Swedish Olive
Hall in Moline.
“In 2007, we changed our meeting place
from Salem Lutheran Church to the Community Christian Church in Moline, the
same year that we put together a simple
cookbook. We have spent many hours going through our lodge records, and these

will be turned over to the Vasa Archives. I
have copied 612 names from the membership books. The total number of people who
have belonged to our lodge through the
years is about 2,050.
“We remember and miss these departed
officers from our recent past: Betty Thompson, Bill Nyquist, Silvia Maier, Beverly
Maher, Florence Anderson, and Irene Sundberg.”
PS. Two more former officers have died
since our anniversary, Stig Anderson on 28
Sep. 2014, and Clarice Johnson on 26 July
2016.

Author Lilly Setterdahl of East
Moline has e-mail:
<lillysetterdahl@gmail.com>

Elayne Hogan, Lilly Setterdahl, Karen Heinzel (standing) and Linda Lootens, sitting in front.
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Water Tower is back!

Bits & Pieces
The new Swedish
ambassador to the U.S.

“Allt för Sverige 2016”
wins award

The reality show Allt för Sverige 2016
recently won the Swedish TV award Kristallen (The Crystal) as the best docudrama
show of the year 2016.
The 2017 version has been filmed, and
will air in Sweden on 22 October 2017.
The participants were named in SAG 2017/
2.

A new Swedish prince
Meet H.R.H. Prince Gabriel Carl Walther,
Duke of Dalarna, who was born on 31 Aug.
2017.

Finding your rootsoots has a
Swedish connection!

In late August 2017 Ms. Karin Olofsdotter
was appointed as the new Swedish ambassador to the U.S. Ms Olofsdotter was
born in 1966 in Halmstad, county seat for
Hallands län. She has been working for the
Swedish Foreign Office for more than 20
years. Among other posts she has been the
Swedish ambassador to Hungary, and also
worked at the Swedish Embassy in Washington, D.C., so she is no stranger to American ways.

The Swedish American
Museum of Chicago is
expanding!
The Swedish American Museum has
officially acquired the three-story building
to its north at 5217 N. Clark, adding 20
percent more street level presence for the
museum. With the addition, they plan to
expand upon their mission and programming to further enhance the Scandinavian
character of the neighborhood.
“We are excited with this chance to help
continue the work of making Andersonville
a wonderful neighborhood with a significant history,” said Executive Director Karin Moen Abercrombie in an emailed statement. (The Edgeville Buzz 12 Sep.2017).

This genealogy show with Henry Louis
Gates, Jr., premieres on Tuesday 3 October
on PBS.
Among the many shows there is one that
has a Swedish interest. It is about film star
Scarlett Johansson, who has many Danish
roots, but further back the lines go to Småland and then to the iron works area of
Värmland. See it on 31 October!

This picture of the week-old prince was
taken by his father, H.R.H. Prince Carl
Philip. The mother of the little one is
H.R.H. Princess Sofia, who has her roots
in Älvdalen in Dalarna, which probably is
why the new prince was given the title
Duke of Dalarna. The name Walther is for
Queen Silvia’s father Walther Sommerlath.

The Water Tower is back!

Blue Eyed Blondes duo performs
at ASI October 11, 2017, 6:30 p.m.
Lina Lönnberg and Kristoffer Emanuelsson, making their first visit to the Midwest,
founded Blue Eyed Blondes in 2008.
They seek to explore common factors
between the past and the present and tell
stories about Swedish immigrants’ lifechanging journeys.
Their music expresses restlessness, a
longing for a home, and the courage to
follow a dream of a new life lived somewhere else.
(ASI web site).
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The iconic blue and yellow water tower is
back at the Swedish American Museum in
Chicago.
On 8 Aug. we welcomed back our community’s landmark. Thank you to everyone
who helped us restore the Andersonville
skyline to its former glory!
(SAM Web site, Aug. 2017).
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Searchable newspapers:
Discover more about your family and the world they lived in

BY ANNA FREDRICKS
We rely on many people and resources to
gain insight into our families’ lives. The
Chronicling America initiative provides a
wealth of information in searchable
newspapers that can help us understand
how individuals lived, worked, and interacted. This article shares examples of how
newspapers helped shed new light on
members of my family.
Chronicling America is a searchable
full-text collection of pages from over 400
digitized newspapers. Coverage ranges
from 1860 to 1922 but varies for each
newspaper. Content for more time periods
and states will eventually be included.

Significant changes
ahead
In the post-Civil War United States, big
changes were in play, from advances in
science to the rise of new industries. The
Boston and New York subways opened in
1887 and 1904, respectively. Telephones
were installed. Libraries became essential
in communities, thanks to investments by
Andrew J. Carnegie. Industrialization
would soon change people’s daily lives.
At the same time, more people questioned
the status quo, from the Railroad Strike of
1886 and the Colorado Coalfield War to
the push for an Eight Hour Work Day.
Farmers were impacted, as coal shortages
and the desire for full railroad cars delayed
delivery of grain and cattle to market.
In 1892, the new station at Ellis Island
opened, welcoming more immigrants to the
country.
A second major wave of Swedish immigrants from the late 1870s to early 1890s
included more urban Swedes who settled
in cities and industrial areas of New York
and New England. By 1910, 60% of the
Swedes lived in urban areas, the majority
in the Midwest. Single Scandinavian women pursued work as domestic servants and
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in factories and textile mills. Almost 80
percent of the one million or more Norwegian Americans lived in the upper
Midwest in 1910. The Pacific Northwest
became another center of immigrant life.

Getting the news out
Newspapers reflected the country’s confidence, reporting everything from news,
ads, and events to serialized novels and the
changing habits of the American public.
While headlines occupied front pages,
other sections were typically dedicated to
editorials, advertising, events, and communities. Jury duty, property purchases,
family visits, school board, ladies aid,
farmers’ clubs, and church meetings,
weddings, and funerals only begin to
describe their content. Investors and farmers alike monitored key markets including
wheat, rye, and oats.
Want ads offered items to buy or sell,
from the latest household invention,
fashion, equipment, horses and cattle to a
free 136-page Winchester gun catalog.
They were also good sources of jobs:1

As people sought medical advice and
relief, drug stores placed appealing ads in
the paper.
Stiff Joints … Sore Muscles, Get it from
druggists for thirty cents. And ever constipated or have sick headache? Just try
Wizard Live Whips, pleasant little pink
pills, 20 cents - Guaranteed.2
Mothers and daughters should try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound –
President Tyler’s daughter is 80, yet has a
youthful complexion.3
Fight malaria-bearing mosquitos:
Screens, Proper drainage, and a few cents
worth of quinine will save you No End of
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Suffering and Costly Doctors’ Bills.4
The country ushered in a new era of
technological and human elevation and the
age of electricity at the 1876 Centennial
Exhibition in Philadelphia and the 1892
Chicago World’s fair.5

Perhaps your family was at the Chicago
World’s Fair when the American Union of
500 Swedish Singers kicked off a grand
choral festival, marching through Jackson
Park.6 They may have viewed Norway’s
Viking ship replica there; it sailed to the
U.S. from Bergen. U.S. newspapers marketed upcoming Scandinavian festivals and
promotional railroad fares. Scandinavian
newspapers targeted readers in the United
States and the old country.
The visibility of sports such as badminton, baseball, and ping-pong in newspapers
went far to win fans across the country. In
the late 1890’s, the bicycle craze took hold;
women joined their male friends – and
fashion changed. In Eau Claire, WI, County
Judge Hubbard appointed the first bicycle

side path commission to clarify the growing
clash between walkers and cyclists. One
of my father’s cousins was on the commission.7
Newspapers are rich repositories of information waiting to be discovered – from
confirming or adding to what we know to
uncovering the new or unexpected. The
historical context that they provide can
enrich family stories, photographs, and
artifacts.

Closing gaps
Each of us likely has gaps in family records
that don’t get adequate attention. One
example concerns my maternal grandmother. Anna Larson was born in Wylie
Township, MN, to parents who emigrated
from Sweden in 1880. After studying at
Gustavus Adolphus College (GAC) in St.
Peter, MN, she returned home in 1907. Her
parents moved to Crookston, Polk Co.,
MN, around 1910. Anna married Pastor
Carl Zaar in 1915; they moved to Vancouver, B.C., where he led the First Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Church before
and after World War I.
With help from the GAC Library
Archive, I have excerpts from yearbooks
and campus newspapers, including my
grandmother’s Independent Blessings
sorority picture. Photographs show Anna
and her family prior to her marriage. What
did she do after college and before marriage (1907 to 1915)? What am I missing?
Gathering clues from community newspapers is on the critical path to answering
these questions. My grandmother taught
school and was an accomplished seamstress. A search using her name and the
word ‘dressmaking’ revealed a good prospect: Miss Ida Dahlman accompanied by
Anna Larson departed for Warren, Saturday, where they will serve an apprenticeship at dressmaking with Mrs. E. Tornell.8 Another search using her name and
word ‘teach’ revealed another: Miss Anna
Larson, who has been working in Dakota
all spring and summer, is home for a few
days’ visit but will leave again the last part
of this week.9 Next steps will be digging
deeper into the above references while casting a wider net to uncover more information. And of course I will verify that I have
the right Anna Larson.
I found Anna Larson in an article describing the Gustavus Adolphus College

reunion, held at North Star College in
November 1913. It provides details on the
evening, from room décor and speeches to
the banquet and plans for next year’s event.
Professor O. E. Abrahamson acted as toastmaster; a Florence Abrahamson was present. “Notable out-of-town guests were …
Miss Anna Larson, Crookston.”10
Then another North Star College Notes
column caught my eye: Miss Abrahamson
will attend a wedding at Crookston on
Wednesday evening. She will act as bridesmaid at the marriage of Rev. C. G. Zaar
and Miss Anna Larson.11 This information
correlates with the marriage record. And
I’m still hopeful that I’ll learn how my
grandparents met. Perhaps they crossed
paths at GAC or in Crookston. Whatever
answers rise to the top, I’m sure the matchmakers were busy!
While more work is needed to close my
“1907 to 1913 gap,” digitized newspapers
made it easier to identify possibilities, explore options, and ultimately discover new
things. Note that if your family is Minnesota-based and the newspaper you need is
not yet on Chronicling America, the Minnesota Digital Newspaper Hub is a wonderful resource.

WWI and influenza
The World War I era (1914–18) was a
difficult time for citizens and immigrants
alike. Drawings determined who went into
the service. Communities implemented
wheat-less days and meals to save food
for the military. Red Cross picnics drove
Liberty Bond subscriptions. Local projects
were put on hold, as capital, labor, materials, and transportation were essential for
the war work.
The country’s changing demographics
were debated in many newspapers. Sweden and Norway’s love for the German
Kaiser was mentioned, suggesting that their
national pride made neutrality a difficult
position to adopt.12 Scandinavian officials’
expectation that the U.S. would take a stand
in support of neutral countries never
materialized.
Many families lost sons in the war; some
didn’t survive the influenza pandemic of
1918-1919, a global disaster that killed
more people than the War. Yet as early as
the turn of the century in cities like Chicago, ethnic slurs and threats were not
unusual: Germans and Scandinavians who
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met a policeman late at night were in big
trouble. The Blue Tarrier Gun Club will
spare no one of these nationalities found
on the streets after dark by its active
coppers.13
Scandinavians were generally patriotic;
many chose to hide their ethnicity and
become as American as possible.

Family loss and
resilience
My paternal grandparents’ families emigrated from Norway in 1850-1870, settling
in Minnesota, Iowa, and South Dakota. My
great-uncle Albert and grandfather Theodore Mork homesteaded in North Dakota;
their Losby cousins settled in Wisconsin
and North Dakota in the 1870s. We’ve
followed these families on multiple fronts
– what’s left to discover?
I began with the 17th of May celebration
held on Theo and Mary Mork’s farm near
Des Lacs, ND. An article tells us the event
will be at Mork Lake, the Rose Valley
Church is in charge, speakers and school
children will participate, and the Ladies’
Aid will furnish refreshments. Planning
team members were J. A. Borud, Theodore
Mork, and Torkel Taxdahl.14
On the next page is our family photograph of the event.
Taken early in the day, the picture shows
people, horses and carriages, and flags
from a distance. The newspaper article15
describes the immense crowd and the
carefully developed agenda, with speeches
by dignitaries and school children spoken
in Norwegian and English, including a review of Norwegian history. The afternoon
program opened with singing America.

15

17th of May Norwegian Independence Day at Mork Lake (1914).

Dinner was a grand affair, and there was
just enough (of a) breeze to float the Stars
and Stripes and the Norwegian flag. The
article confirms the celebration was in
honor of the 100th anniversary of Norwegian Independence. The logistics of
hosting an event like this tell us a lot about
the planning team’s capabilities.
In 1904, the Laurits Losby family had
moved to Vang Township, ND; Laurits was
my grandfather’s cousin. In 1916, Martin
Engen and his family from Braham, MN,
moved onto their farm in Vang Township;
he invested in a Ford and is now busier
than a turkey in a straw pile keeping Tin
Lizzy on the road.16 Also in 1916, John
Engen from Braham, MN, arrived and will
take possession of the C. M. Engen (his
father’s) farm.17 Martin and John were my
grandmother’s brothers.
John Engen enlisted on September 16,
1917; he died on November 17, 1917, of
pneumonia in the military training camp
in Camp Dodge, Iowa, becoming the first
Ward County casualty in WWI. The Ward
County Independent printed the Braham,
Isanti County, MN newspaper’s moving
account of the funeral, including this:
The body was placed near the altar, with
two soldiers standing guard. After a short
sermon and patriotic address, public
school children marched into the church
and were allowed to view the remains of
the soldier, dressed in army uniform and
wrapped in Old Glory.18
Carl E. Losby, Laurits Losby’s son, was
among the first to be drafted in 1917. On
September 25, 1918, he died from bronchial pneumonia at Vrigne-Meuse, Champagne-Ardenne, France. Edwin Losby
enlisted a judge’s help to learn more about
his brother’s death. Private Carl E. Losby
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was buried in Arlington National Cemetery,
VA.19
Later that same year, Martin Engen died
at age 34, after a short bout with influenza;
he was survived by his wife and young
child. Five of his sisters were at the funeral
in the Rose Valley Lutheran Church. Martin Engen was one of the pioneers of Vang
Township and was considered one of the
very best citizens of that community.20
In June 1919, Memorial Day was observed at the Rose Valley church with a
program directed by teachers Miss Mork
and Miss Underdahl. Children marched to
the cemetery and placed flags and wreaths
for soldiers who lost their lives. Quite a
crowd turned out to honor the fallen heroes
who so gallantly gave their lives for their
country.21
Through these stories, we feel our
families’ sense of loss and admire their

resilience, while appreciating the respect
and admiration that the community felt for
these men.
After the war, farming, agriculture, and
the value of American crops continued to
make headlines. Ole A. Oen, a more distant relative, was well-known for farming
approaches that consistently produced top
results. The death of his father, Anders Oen,
was widely communicated in the paper,
where we learn more about him. Mr. Oen
came to Ward County in the days of the
pioneer and was one of the early settlers
who eked out a living by picking up buffalo
bones, which covered the prairie, and selling them. He filed on a homestead southwest of Minot. He lived a useful life and is
survived by a large number of friends.22
It was at this time that my great-uncle
Albert Mork wrote an editorial on proposed league programs. Potential benefits
included state-owned and operated elevators, flour mills, and packing plants, and
tax exemptions for farm improvements.
Businessmen and farmers were at a stalemate. Albert emphasized how hard-working, hard-thinking farmers had helped to
make North Dakota what it was and advocated talking this over in a sane, intelligent manner. 23 I suspect many businessmen saw farmers as ordinary, uneducated men; they likely didn’t know they
were dealing with a well-informed college
graduate.
Using searchable digital newspapers to
find facts, clarify and expand my understanding of events and discover historical
correlations has yielded good results.
Digitized newspapers can be a valued resource to family history researchers. They
can help us to better understand what
motivated individuals, the dynamics in our
families’ neighborhoods, and the forces at
work in the times that they lived, and give
new life to family stories and photographs.

Using Chronicling
America

Carl E. Losby(!)’s headstone at Arlington,
Arlington Co., VA, Plot: Section 18, Site 4388
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The Chronicling America, National Historical Newspapers project was commissioned to locate and preserve copies of
newspapers published over the years in the
towns, counties, and states of America
dating back to 1690. The site currently
contains almost 5 million pages of digitized
newspapers and a list of virtually all of the
newspapers published in America since

1690. Basic (search the entire archive or a
state and/or time period) and advanced
(select individual newspapers and further
selections based on searching any phrase,
an exact phrase, or words in proximity)
search functions are available.
The websites on p. 26 provide tips on
how to search most effectively.
Topics in Chronicling America support
major themes covered in the American
press of the time and links to content.
Library of Congress Chronicling America on FamilySearch.org (see the research
wiki, with separate pages for every state).
Family History Daily offers articles and
courses to help with your family history
research.
Researchers will also find the Minnesota Digital Newspaper Hub and Swedish
American Newspapers very helpful.
Chronicling America is produced by the
National Digital Newspaper Program
(NDNP) and jointly sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities and
the Library of Congress.
These links are being provided as a
convenience and for informational purposes only; they do not constitute endorsement or an approval by the Library
of Congress of any of the products, services
or opinions of the corporation or organization or individual. The Library of Congress bears no responsibility for the accuracy, legality, or content of the external
site or for that of subsequent links. Contact
the external site for answers to questions
regarding its content.

6) Watertown Republican. (Watertown,
WI), 26 July 1893.
7) The Minneapolis journal, (Minneapolis,
Hennepin Co., MN) 02 July 1901.
8) Warren sheaf, (Warren, Marshall Co.,
MN), 12 Dec. 1907.
9) Warren sheaf, (Warren, Marshall Co.,
MN), 12 Aug. 1914.
10) Warren sheaf, (Warren, Marshall Co.,
MN), 19 Nov. 1913.
11) Warren sheaf, (Warren, Marshall Co.,
MN), 28 April 1915.
12) New-York Tribune, (New York [N.Y.]),
13 Oct. 1901.
13) Chicago Eagle, (Chicago, IL.), 20 Nov.
1897.
14) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 23 April 1914.

15) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 21 May 1914.
16) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 18 April 1918.
17) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 17 Aug. 1916.
18) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 18 April 1918.
19) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 20 Feb. 1919.
20) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 14 Nov 1918.
21)The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.),14 Nov 1918.
22) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 16 Sept. 1920.
23) The Ward County Independent, (Minot,
Ward Co., N.D.), 03 April 1919.

Endnotes
All sources are from the Library of Congress, Chronicling America: Historic
American Newspapers site.
1) Chicago Daily Tribune, 27 Feb 1863,
#1.
2) Rock Island Argus, (Rock Island, Ill.),
17 Oct. 1919.
3) The Black Hills union, (Rapid City,
Pennington Co., Dakota [S.D.]), 28
Sept. 1900.
4) The Times Dispatch, (Richmond, Va.),
24 May 1914.
5) The evening world, (New York, NY),
21 Oct. 1892.

Author Anna Fredricks has
e-mail: <ammzaar@gmail.com>
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Höganäs, Sweden, in the 1800’s and the coal mines
BY P. ROBERT WILLEY

Sometime during our 46-year genealogy
journey as we were learning about ancestors who lived in Höganäs, came the
discovery that four generations of family
members had worked in the local coal
mines from 1797 to 1890.

History of the Coal
Mines
Höganäs began to change in the 1700’s
when a high concentration of pit coal was
discovered in the area, leading to coal being
quarried from an open pit and from the
beaches at low tide.
In 1797 Thomas Stawford, an engineer
from Castle, England, came to Höganäs and
founded “Höganäs Stenkolsverk,” also
known as “The Company.”
From 1795–1831 he kept a meticulously
written 961-page diary of his work. Today
known as “Höganäs AB,” it has become
the world’s largest producer of metal
powders. Stawford also invented the first
railway ( horse-drawn) in Sweden. By 1802
a channel was dug from Ryd (a mine village) to the harbor to transport enormous
amounts of water pumped from the mine
as well as being a transport way for small
horses pulling barges down to the harbor.
The mine shaft for this company was in use
from 1876 to 1929.
Over time, coal proved to not always be
a successful business enterprise since it was
difficult to mine and often of poor quality.
However clay was plentiful. Consequently mining clay to be used in the
production of bricks, earthenware, and
roofing tiles became the growing industry.
The kilns were fired with the coal from the
mines.
In the 1800’s due to the growing brick
& ceramic industry, Höganäs continued to
have a shortage of labor, so potters from
other towns in Skåne were encouraged to
move to Höganäs. However, more workers were needed so Russian prisoners-ofwar from the 1808–1809 war with Russia,
children from the orphanages in Gothenburg, as well as local children from the
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nearby towns were recruited to work in the
mines.
In 1909 a separate company Höganäs
Keramik was founded and continues to this
day. Eventually the town became famous
for its ceramic products. Our family has
purchased items from this factory during
our two visits to see relatives in Höganäs
and learn about our Swedish heritage.

Martin Svensson, employee #235 in 1884,
b. 20 Jul. 1872 in Höganäs.
Sigfrid Svensson, employee #841 in 1890,
b. 17 Feb. 1878 in Höganäs.
We have no record identifying which coal
mines our ancestors worked in.

The medal
In 1898 our great-grandfather Johannes
Svensson received a medal commemorating the 100th anniversary of the “Höganäs
Stenkolsbolag (HBS) Coal Company.”
100th Anniversary Medal

A typical “Höganäskrus,” a stoneware ceramic
jar. Possibly a 12 liter one.

Ancestors who worked
in the coal mines:
Over the years we discovered seven
ancestors who worked in the coal mines.
August Karlsson, employee #708, b. 20
Nov. 1845 in Voxtorp.
Per Larsson as a “murare” or mason
employee # 91, b. 8 Aug. 1856 in Höganäs.
Ernst Larsson employee #1057 in 1900,
b. 31 July 1885 in Höganäs.
Daniel Qvistberg; we believe he was the
first foreman appointed by Thomas
Stawford and worked in the mine when
it opened in 1797. He was b. 2 Jan.
1774, and d. 6 April 1818. The funeral
was on 12 April1818.
Jonas Qvistberg, employee #182, b. 24
May 1805 in Väsby, d. 30 Aug. 1873 in
Höganäs.
Johannes Svensson, employee #276 in
1871, b. 6 Mar. 1835 in Billeberga. He
died on 19 June 1901 in Höganäs as an
invalid.
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Front side – “Oscar II, King of Sweden and
Norway”. Sweden & Norway were united
1814–1905.

Back side -“From Royal Patriotic Society to
Johannes Svensson for long and faithful
service.”

>

Höganäs (M) BI:3 (1874-1894) Page 77 (Höganäs Moving-out records 1890) (Arkiv Digital).

Thomas Stawford (1766–1831).

Our grandfather Martin (Svensson) Swanson in 1890 immigrated to Worcester, Massachusetts, and brought with him a copy
of the book “Minnesblad till 1797 Höganäs 1897 100-års-jubileum Samlade af H
A Muller” (in Swedish) published in 1897
commemorating the 100th anniversary of
this company. This work contains historic
photographs of Höganäs, the ceramic
factory, and men working in the coal mines.

There were 48 mine
shafts in Höganäs from
1797 to 1961.
The largest mine was “Shaft Prins Gustav
Adolf” 1895-1961, and it was 100 meters
deep. It was a double shaft mine (one shaft
for coal, one for pumping). This shaft is
now a part of the Höganäs museum, and
open to visitors.
The “Brors Backe” shaft was worked
from 1804 to 1854, and was 53 meters
deep.
The shaft “King Oscar II” was opened
in 1872 (the year he became king) and was
101 meters deep. No information on when
it was discontinued.
The “Alströmer” shaft was worked from
1877 to 1909. It was 78 meters deep.
The oldest shaft was just called “A,”
and was worked from 1794 to 1799. It was
excavated in 2011, and the coal seem was
found on the 5 meter level, under a thick
layer of sandstone. The shaft was so low
that the miners could not work standing,
but had to work on their knees. It was dark
in the shaft and the miners might have had
a tar stick in their mouths to provide a little
light.

This picture from the Höganäs museum shows some of the working conditions for the miners.

Bibliography:
Daily Diary 1795 to 1831 (Stawford’s
Dagböcker-Swedish); Höganäs Stenkolsverk; Thomas Stawford; Höganäs, Sweden.
Höganäs Stenkolsbolag Coal Company
(HBS) 1898: 100th Anniversary Medal given to Johannes Svensson (Swedish); Höganäs, Sweden.
Höganäs AB: röster under 200 år / by
Roland Möllerfors (in Swedish, 1997).
Also in English as Höganäs-Voices
Through 200 Years, also by Roland
Möllerfors (1997).
Minnesblad till Höganäs 100-års-jubileum: 1797-1897 / samlade af H. A.
Mueller (in Swedish, printed in 1897).

sion. This book was loaned to me for review in 2004. Our communications at that
time with the Information Specialist at the
Höganäs AB Library was significant in our
genealogy research because he shared a
detailed history of the company and it’s
historical impact within the community.

The modern logotype of the present
Höganäs company.
See web address on p.26.

Note:
In 1997 a revised copy of this book was
published in English titled HöganäsVoices Through 200 Years commemorating the 200th anniversary using many of
the original photographs in the earlier ver-
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The author is
P. Robert Willey.
E-mail: <hogworc@comcast.net>
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The Solution to the Handwriting Example
Transcription:
Förtekning på Wigde Brudpar i W. Tollstads Församling
År 1824 och 1825

De Wigdes
Namn

Vigns
dag

26

No 1
Anders Pettersson
och Anna Cajsa
Forsberg.

Maji Månad

Brudg. Drängen i Haninge Skattegård: Bruden
Piga därstädes, för hvilken sistnämnda, enligt Kongl.
Brefvet, d. 26 Octob: 1791, efter 3 gånger skedd Kungörelse uti Post och Inrikes Tidningarna, d: 28 Febr., d: 4 och 11
Mars i Inrikes och Post-Tidningarna år 1824, om
hinderslöshet till Ägtenskap med ofvannämnde dräng,
och tillstånds Betyg af hennes fosterföräldrar under
d: 21 Mars 1824, Torp. Eric Andersson i Råstorp under St.
Åby Församling och dess Hust. Brita Olofsdotter därsam[m]astädes; Lystes d. 2, 9 och 16 Maji. Vigde d: 26 Maji
i Kyrkan. Lysnings Charta 18 Sk. B[an]co.

Translation:
List of Married Couples in Västra Tollstad parish
[for the] Years 1824 and 1825
Names of the
Married Couple
Number 1
Anders Pettersson
and Anna Cajsa
Forsberg

Day of
Marriage
26

Month of May
The groom was a farm hand at Haninge Skattegård; the Bride a maid from the
same place, for which the last named according to the Royal Decree of 26 Oct.
1791, after 3 times public announcement in the Post och Inrikes Tidningar, on
26 Feb., 4, and 11 March in the Inrikes och Post Tidningar [in the year] 1824
about being free to marry the above mentioned farmhand, and also a testimony
[of being free] from her foster parents from 21 march 1824, sharecropper Eric
Andersson of Råstorp in St[ora] Åby parish, and his wife Brita Olofsdotter from
the same place. The banns were read on 2, 9, and 16 of May. Married 26 May in
the church. The fee for the banns was paid by 18 shillings Banco.

The bride was an orphan and had been
placed in the Public Orphanage (Allmänna
Barnhuset) in Stockholm in 1806. In their
records there is no information on her
parents. It was the custom to send the
orphans to foster parents in the rural areas
of Sweden, which is why Anna Cajsa ended
up in Stora Åby, close to Lake Vättern.
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The announcement in the Post och Inrikes
Tidningar.
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Translation: The former orphan, the maid
Anna Cajsa Forsberg. born in Stockholm in
1800, is intending to marry the farmhand Anders Pettersson in the below mentioned parish.
Anyone who objects to this marriage is to contact the undersigned according to the time limit in the decree, which is here for the first time
made public. Wadstena and Westra Tollsta 6
Feb. 1824. Joh. Henr. Egnell, pastor there.

More from the 1907 Emigrant Survey, Appendix II
Here is a list of the emigrant agents that helped the future “New Americans” on their way

Emigrant agents during 1906 and 1907
During the years 1906 and 1907 the following emigrant agents were active:
Axel H. Lagergren, tradesman, Göteborg, agent since 1905; represents The Cunard Line,1 that in 1907 carried 12,368 Swedish
emigrants;2 he has 71 sub-agents in all parts of Sweden.
K. V. Johansson, Göteborg, accountant at Axel H. Lagergren’s company; agent in 1904, and since 1906; also represents Cunard
Line.
M. Anderson, Göteborg, agent for the years 1888/90, 1892,/96, 1904 and since 1908; represents several lines, at present the
Hamburg-America-Line.3
J. B. Lundberg, bookkeeper, Göteborg, agent the years 1892/98 and since 1908. He represents The Anchor-Line4 (365
emigrants in the year 1907).
Sam. Larsson, tradesman, Göteborg, agent in 1894 and since 1896; represents The American Line5 (1,143 emigrants in the year
1907) and The Dominion Line6 (576 emigrants); has 11 sub-agents.
C. A. Lundberg, bookkeeper, Göteborg; agent since 1899; represents the Allan Line7 (882 emigrants); has 3 sub-agents.
Carl Flash, tradesman, Göteborg, agent since 1900; represents the North German Lloyd;8 has 1 sub-agent.
Axel Albert Persson Leander, Malmö, agent since 1904; represents the Scandinavian-America Line9 in Copenhagen (2,840
Swedish emígrants from Swedish ports; has 42 sub-agents.
Carl Eriksson, Göteborg, and Malmö, agent since 1905; represents The White Star Line Line10 (7,124 Swedish emigrants); has
39 sub-agents.
A. E. Larsson-Orton, wholesale dealer, Stockholm, agent since 1907 (he succeeded his father, the wholesale dealer, E. F.
Larsson, agent during the years 1884-1896); represents (according to the Stockholm City Directory) The American Line5 and
The Dominion Line6 for America and Canada, The Union-Castle-Line and more lines for South Africa, The Orient Line and
more for Australia, East India etc., The Pacific Line and more for South America and the West Indies; he has 2 sub-agents.
G. V. Hällström, bookkeeper, Göteborg, agent since 1908; represents The Canadian Pacific Line11 (1,078 Swedish emigrants in
the year 1907); has 1 sub-agent.
For the year 1909 all of the above have applied to continue as agents, and been granted that, except K.V. Johansson who has not
applied.

Footnotes:
1) The Cunard Line sailed from Liverpool to New York.
2) The number of emigrants for each agent refers to Göteborg, Malmö, and Stockholm.
3) The Hamburg-American Line sailed from Hamburg, Germany, to New York.
4) The Anchor Line sailed from Glasgow, Scotland, to New York.
5) The American Line sailed from Southampton to New York, and also from Liverpool to Philadelphia.
6) The Dominion Line was a part of International Mercantile Marine Co., (see Wikipedia).
7) The Allan Line sailed from Glasgow, Scotland, to Boston.
8) The North German Lloyd (Norddeutscher Lloyd) sailed from Bremen to New York.
9) The Scandinavian American Line sailed from Scandinavian ports to New York.
10) The White Star Line sailed from Liverpool and Southampton to New York.
11) The Canadian Pacific Line does not show up in the Morton Allan Directory until 1926, but was a much older company
(Wikipedia).
Source for shipping lines: Morton Allan Directory of European Passenger Steamship Arrivals for the years 1890–1930 for the
port of New York, and for the years 1904–1926 for the ports of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore. (Originally
published in 1931, reprint in 1979 by Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc. ISBN 0-8063-0830-3).
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Book Reviews
Here you will find information about interesting books on the immigration experience,
genealogical manuals, books on Swedish customs, and much more. We welcome contacts
with SAG readers, suggestions on books to review perhaps. If you want to review a book
yourself, please contact the SAG Editor, at <sag@etgenealogy.se> so we know what
you are working on.

The story of a 20th
Century Swedish
girl
Katrin Almost American, by Lilly
Setterdahl. Paperback, 308 pages.
Publisher: Nordstjernan-Swedish
News, Inc (May 1, 2017).
ISBN-10: 0996846034.

The book KATRIN Almost American starts
in the early 20th century with the young
Katrin in Sweden. It takes you through
World War I, and later World War II, and
Katrin’s desire to move to the unknown:
America. It does not spare on hardship in
America, and it is very illustrative in
describing the Chicago area of her settlement. The book is easy to read and follow
as it covers Katrin, her family, her love
stories, and also the return to Sweden and
her own establishment of a family. Her life
as a spouse, parent, and business owner
comes together with interesting and educational geographical, and historical descriptions, intermingled with love, children, family, and travel. Happiness, worries,
and sorrows describes a classic family. Her
detailed explanations are thorough and
colorful, especially if you are familiar with

the settings in Sweden as well as the Midwest in America as I personally am. The
clever start of the book at the entrance to
heaven, the story, and then reuniting with
her love at the end makes it a true love story
as well as a source of information.
As many of you may know, Lilly Setterdahl is very special to us. Lilly is a longtime member of the Vasa Order. Lilly was
born, raised, and married in Sweden before
she moved from Frändefors (Dals.) to the
U.S.A. in 1959 to join her husband who
had come over before her.
This book is of course not the only one
written by Lilly Setterdahl. She is a pro at
this and has written 20 books. Most notable
Not my time to die – Titanic and the Swedes
on board. Her books can be found on
Amazon.com.
Liza Ekstrand
Editor of Vasa Star

SALE!
Swedish Voters in
Chicago 1888
By Nils William Olsson
302 pages of Swedes,
comments, and indexes.
$5 + $5 S&H
Contact Jill Seaholm at
<jillseaholm@augustana.edu>
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Finding relatives
on the Net
Emigrantforska på nätet, by Ted Rosvall and Anna-Lena Hultman. In
Swedish. Hardcover, 176 pages,
size 22 centimeters x 28 centimeters.
Illustrated. Published by the Federation of Swedish Genealogical Societies 2017. Handbook #15.
https://www.rotterbokhandeln.se/

In 2009 experienced immigrant researchers Ted Rosvall and Anna-Lena Hultman
published the first Handbook in the Federation series. It was called Emigrantforskning and was mostly about the history of
the great exodus from Sweden, and how to
find and trace the family members that left
Sweden.
In these days 8 years is a long time, and
many new resources have appeared that
now are described in this book.
The authors tell about how to get started,
with first identifying the emigrant in the
church records and other documents in
Sweden. It is not enough to just know that
“grandfather had a cousin that went to
America,”. You need to know his full name,
maybe parents and siblings, where he
moved, and then the exact date he left his
home. That will help to find him in the
passenger lists, where you may find his
destination.
This book is aimed at the immigration
to the U.S. and Canada, as that was so much
more numerous than other places that the
Swedes left for.
The book starts with a presentation of
the organizations FamilySearch, Ancestry,
MyHeritage, and Swedish EmiWeb, and
how to use them in the best way.
Another chapter mentions the necessity
to search estate inventories (bouppteckningar) in Sweden for parents, siblings,

Book Reviews
unmarried cousins that might yield an
address at a certain date in America, and
the American name of the person, which
might not be possible to guess (even if we
all now know that names were not changed
at Ellis Island). One way of finding that
information in America might be to search
the new Swedish-American newspapers
online.
Passenger lists for people travelling to
America are well-known. But what about
those that came back to Sweden?
There are no lists of incoming people to
the Swedish ports. But the clergy had to
register all persons that came to Sweden
from foreign countries from 1875 for each
year. Those “immigrations lists” are available on Ancestry.com. There is also a
database of the passengers on the Swedish
American Line for the years 1915 to 1950,
but they are mixed, so you can not see if
they are travelling to Sweden or leaving
the country. This database “Emisal” is also
found at Ancestry.com. They, in cooperation with British Findmypast, also have
a huge database for the years 1878–1960

of incoming passengers to the United Kingdom.
Many Swedish sailors jumped ship in
America, but hopefully they had registered
in the Swedish Seamen’s Registry (Sjömanshus) before they left. Those institutions date back to the middle 1700s until
the last one closed in 1961. They kept very
detailed records about the sailors, their origins, their wages, and the ships they were
working on. Each sailor had a small record
book, (sjömansbok) with some of that information, which is a treasure trove if it
has been preserved in the family. The original records are kept in the regional archives, but some of them have also been
digitized. You can find 42 of them on Arkiv Digital. The database “Emisjö” (on
Ancestry.com) lists some 17,000 sailors
from western Sweden.
One chapter discusses the U.S. Voter
Registrations, that can somewhat help
bridge the gap from the 1880 U.S. Census
to the 1900 one. The ones for Chicago have
been digitized for the years 1888, 1890,
and 1892 by Ancestry.com. The Swedes,
who lived in the city in 1888 have their
own book Swedish Voters in Chicago,
compiled by the eminent scholar Nils William Olsson, published in 1999 (see ad on
the previous page!) In this book he listed
almost 5,000 Swedes who had the right to
vote. Many of them have also been identified with their correct Swedish names
and more details in 135 pages. There is also
a surname and a place names index.
Next, the authors discuss the usefulness
of city directories, a type of records that is
not common in Sweden. It is though of
great value in U.S. research, especially for
the difficult period from 1941 to this date,
when trying to find living relatives. They
can be found at Ancestry.com, but also
many have been digitized by local re-
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sources, and can often be found by a search
online for the desired place. The same
applies to school yearbooks.
The authors give numerous tips on how
to find vital records which is a very uneven undertaking. Some U.S. states have
digitized records, that you can find for free
on FamilySearch.org, or with a subscription to Ancestry.com, while other states keep their records to themselves, if you
are not a close relative.
Then one of the more important record
groups is discussed, the records of all the
Swedish-American churches, which hopefully give the link to the place of origin in
Sweden. Most of them are available on
microfilm at the Swenson Center in Rock
Island, IL, and at Växjö, and Karlstad in
Sweden. But lately Arkiv Digital has photographed some of the records in color, as
has the SwedGen group. Discussions are
ongoing on putting all the old microfilms
online.
A couple of shorter chapters discuss the
Swedish immigration to Canada, various
newspaper databases, including the Swedish-American newspapers, military records, graves, citizenships, DNA research,
and social media (Facebook).
As can be seen above this is a rich and
useful book, mostly for Swedes, but perhaps also for American researchers.
At the end of the book Ted Rosvall tells
some of his stories about his own immigrants and their fates. It would have been
interesting if Anna-Lena Hultman also
would have told some of her stories.
However, I would very much have liked
an index to all the internet resources that
are mentioned. It does not matter much if
the web address is changed, as long as the
site retains its original name, and can be
found by a search engine.
Elisabeth Thorsell
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Book Reviews
Hard life of
women
Augusta’s Daughter. Life in Nineteenth Century Sweden, by Judit
Martin. Paperback, 238 pages. Publisher: Penfield Books (2012). ISBN10: 1932043810

This is a book that I have read with mixed
feelings, both as a Swede and a genealogist. The author, who is an American, but
for many years living in Sweden, tells the
sad story of a poor woman, Augusta, living in an unspecified area of Sweden, not

too far from Norway. Augusta seems to
have been born around 1834, and about
1850 she starts working as a piga at the
local manor Ekefors, owned by the baron
Ekefors and his wife. Their son Erling also
works as a farmhand and falls in love with
Augusta, and becomes secretly engaged to
her. It is, however, very unlikely that the
baron’s son works as a farmhand, He was
probably at one of the universities and lived
the life of a rich man. I also do not believe
that the baron and and his wife slept in the
kitchen of the manor with their staff during
winter.
In the story the young couple goes with
the other people from the manor to the
winter market in the nearest town, which
is described in detail. What is not mentioned is that those markets were where
drängar and pigor could find new employers.
Next, Augusta gets pregnant, and Erling’s indignant father sends him off to

Norway. Augusta is forced to marry the
farmhand Olov (unusual spelling then!) and
soon gives birth to her child, which Olov
thinks is his. This deception later leads to
tragedy. Anyway, the child is called ElsaCarolina (no hyphens in names during the
1800s), often shorted to Elsalina. Augusta
and Olov have more children.Then Erling,
who had joined the army as a private, dies
in an accident, and is brought home to be
buried. All workers at the manor have to
come to the funeral. Somebody remembers
seeing Augusta and Erling being close,
gossip starts, and Olov understands that
Augusta has never told him the truth. He
abuses her, but they still live together. Olov
is very harsh to live with and treats little
Elsa as a piga. A sister of Augusta’s, Tilda,
has joined one of the new reader (läsare)
movements, and she tries to follow their
rules, but Olov does not accept that, and
life is very difficult. Then Augusta has another child (now we are in the early 1860s)

ѮFMJOLUPZPVSIJTUPSZ
%JHJUBM3FTFBSDI3PPN
.PSFUIBONJMMJPOEJHJUJ[FEQBHFTPG4XFEJTI
IJTUPSJDBMEPDVNFOUTBOEPWFSNJMMJPOTFBSDIBCMF
EBUBCBTFSFDPSET
m4XFEJTI$IVSDI#PPLT
m$FOTVT
m.JMJUBSZSFDPSET
m&TUBUFJOWFOUPSJFT
BOENVDINPSF

5SZPVS
OFXJNBHF
WJFXFS

7JTJUIUUQTTPLSJLTBSLJWFUTFTWBS

4IPQPOMJOF $%TBOE%7%T
m4XFEJTI$FOTVT   BOE
m4XFEJTI%FBUI*OEFYm
7JTJUIUUQXFCCVUJLSJLTBSLJWFUTFFO

4XFEJTI/BUJPOBM"SDIJWFT
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and the child dies within an hour. Soon after
the birth, two local men come and take
Augusta in custody, accusing her of having
killed the child, and takes her to prison in
Göteborg. There she is never heard from
again; later she is said to have been executed.
That was not the way a case of infanticide was handled then; there would have
been an inquest, then a local court case,
and then a prison sentence. After 1830
nobody was executed, and in 1861 the
death penalty for this was abolished.
Little Elsa is told to go to her grandfather in the next parish but he can not take
her in. Instead she becomes a ward of the
parish, and is sold to the lowest bidder, who
wants her as a slave.
The famine around 1868 is a part of the
tale. Elsa then lives with a family where
the father takes his skis and goes to Norway
to buy grain for food. It is a fact that those
years was the starting point of the exodus
of Swedes to America after the Civil War.

Then Elsa is made pregnant by the local
clergyman, where she works as a piga. She
has to leave her child with a rich family,
and does not see her for 70 years. Elsa decides to leave her home area and walk to
Stockholm to find work. During this long
walk (there were railroads then, but Elsa
had no money) she meets with a group of
people from Dalarna, who take care of her
and help her find work. By a coincidence
she meets again with a young man from
her parish, and they marry. And then they
work to save money to travel to the U.S.
with his family, where they settled in South
Dakota.
Last comes a chapter that tells about
Elsa-Carolina’s travel to Sweden with her
great-granddaughter in 1948, and how she
experiences all the changes since the
1870s. The country had changed from a
very poor country to one of the most prosperous in the world, a fact due to Sweden
having escaped both WWI and WWII, and
also having no revolution.
The author has appended a list of books
she has used to get her facts from, but did
not understand the information correctly.
She has a very dim view of the clergymen
of the state church, and also of the local
people as being mostly gossips and harsh
and being very unkind to the poorest.
Elisabeth Thorsell

SAG needs your help!
We regard the reviews as a very
important part of SAG, as the readers
are spread all over the U.S., Canada,
and Sweden and a lone subcriber even
in Australia.
For all of them it is very difficult to
keep track of the many interesting
books (and movies) that are published
with a Swedish or Swedish-American
theme.
We need you to keep your eyes
open. And we are extremely pleased
if you will write a review and send it
to the SAG editor.
Family histories, church histories,
local group histories, and lodge histories are among the things we would
like to present in SAG. And all in English.
A good book review contains the
full title of the book, name of author,
year of printing, name of publisher,
where it can be bought, and the price
of the book.
Send all book reviews to the SAG
editor!
Elisabeth Thorsell
SAG editor

New and Noteworthy
(Short notes on interesting books and articles)
Family Tree Magazine for September 2017 has a good article, Setting Sail, by Melody Amsel Arieli, in which she discusses why
and how the immigrants left their homelands. It was not an easy thing to do. It is often described as to be the result of pull and
push factors. Pull factors could have included religious and political freedom, educational and cultural opportunities, cheap land,
high wages, favorable climates, in total the idea that the streets were paved with gold. However, many immigrants found that they
were the ones that had to pave them. Push factors were poverty, too little land, strict laws, fear of military conscription, no voting
rights, little religious freedom, and a quickly growing population causing unemployment. This article is accompanied by a list of
books and websites about several European countries. Sadly enough they have not listed the Swedish resources, just the Finnish
ones.
Recently I found that there is some information on Swedes coming to Vermont, which is an unusual destination. It seems that
immigrants were recruited, as the government of Vermont feared that too many French-Canadians were going to settle in the
state. The government might have heard about the successful settlement of New Sweden, ME, a few decades earlier. According
to the statistics in Lars Ljungmark’s book Swedish Exodus (1996) there were in 1890 just 1,012 Swedes in the state, and in 1910
there were 2,421 individuals. Professor Paul Searls in 2006 published Two Vermonts: Geography and Identity, 1865-1910
(Revisiting New England), in which he tells the story of Vermont, including the Swedes. He has also published an article online,
called “Major Valentine’s Swedes.” “It is the story of the state program to recruit Scandinavians to take over available Vermont
farms in 1890 has much to say about the political, social, and ethnic dynamics of Vermont in the Gilded Age. Major Valentine’s
Swedes became Vermonters, sure enough, but not in the way that he had predicted.”
Available as a pdf, see link on p.26.
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Interesting Web Sites

All links tested in
September 2017 and
should work

10,000 Free photos from Swedish Heritage authorities:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category: Images_from_the_Swedish_National_Heritage_Board
Old phonograph music (11 pieces from Sweden): http://cylinders.library.ucsb.edu/
John Everett Jones’s research on Jamestown, NY: www.jamestownswedes.org
Digital version of Eric Norelius’s book: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/umn.319510023538932
The internal passport project: https://www.genealogi.net/produkter-och-tjanster/roots-in-sweden-2/
Latin to Swedish: http://www.aserod.com/Latin.html
The Torsby Finnskogscenter: https://varmlandsmuseum.se/besok-oss-2/filialer/torsby-finnskogscentrum/
On the Forest Finns: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forest_Finns
The Library of Congress Chronicling America:http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/
Alphabetical list of topics: http://www.loc.gov/rr/news/topics/topicsAlpha.html
Library of Congress Chronicling America: https://familysearch.org/wiki/en/Main_Page
Family History Daily: http://familyhistorydaily.com/
Minnesota Historical Society, incl. Swedish-language newspapers: http://www.mnhs.org/newspapers/ndnp
The Höganäs company (in English): http://www.hoganas.com/
Demographic Data Base of Southern Sweden: http://www.ddss.nu/
Historical currency converter: http://www.historicalstatistics.org/Currencyconverter.html
On immigration by PBS: http://www.pbs.org/destinationamerica/
On the emigration from Sweden: http://www.european-emigration.com/se/
Immigration to the U.S. 1789-1930: http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/immigration/
Swedish monarchs since 1523: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VSvbbtdj1s
On King Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quh-6cm7Iws
Swedes in VT: http://vermonthistory.org/research/vermont-history-journal/volume-81-2013 [scroll down!]

Genealogy without documentation is just mythology!
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Genealogical Queries
Genealogical queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed here free of charge on a “space available”
basis. The editor reserves the right to edit these queries to conform to a general format. The inquirer is responsible for the contents of
the query.
We would like to hear about your success if you receive useful information as a result of placing a query in this publication. Please
send us your feedback, and we will endeavor to report your new discoveries in this section of the journal.

Please send your queries to SAG!
Not everything is online!
Nettelbladt, Hammarsköld
In my research about the two Hammarsköld families who were active in the 1850s in the Carolinas, I have found an intresting clue. An
interesting source is Lovisa Nettelbladt’s anonymously published En svenska i Amerika: Erfarenhet och Hugkomst ifrån sex år i de
Förenta Staterna, (A Swedish woman in America: experiences and remembrances from six years in the U.S.) which has not been
translated but which is available on the web in digitized form.
Nettelbladt has the habit of not revealing the names of the people she meets, but to use only initials. There is one name I have not
been able to identify, a Swede visiting Carl Wilhelm Hammarsköld’s family in Spring Hill Forge in North Carolina in 1855 or 1856,
when she is also there. He is referred to only as “Major M.” There can’t be many Swedish majors with a surname beginning with M
travelling at that time in the South, but I haven’t found any such person among Hammarsköld’s friends.
If some person with knowledge about Swedish immigrants in the period could have an idea who this major might be, I would be
most grateful. I don’t have much hope, but would like to try…
Harald Henrysson, e-mail <harald.henrysson@tele2.se>
#
1327
Eriksson, Petersdotter, Engfeldt, Svensson, Olson
Anna Eriksson, b. 15 Dec. 1899 in Gullabo (Kalm.), daughter of Ingrid Stina Petersdotter, b. 27 Aug. 1859 in Bastubo, Torsås, (Kalm)
[Gullabo was divided from Torsås as its own parish in 1871]. Stina had been married 1st to Per August Engfeldt who died in 1896 in
a railroad accident. Ingrid Stina remarried in 19 Jan. 1901 in Gullabo to widower Erik Svensson, b. 30 Aug. 1860 in Bodhyltan,
Torsås. Anna was born before their marriage.
Erik Svensson had four children from his first marriage to Emma Olsdotter (b. 1856 Torsås): son Olof Gottfrid (b. 1881 in Gullabo),
daughter Gerda Susanna Maria, b. 25 July 1888 in Torsås, son Sven Robert, b. 26 Jun.1891 in Torsås; d. Alma Augusta Viktoria (b.
1894 in Torsås).
Gerda left Sweden 28 Oct. 1910 from Malmö on the ship Adriatic (White Star Line), with the destination New York.
Anna Eriksson emigrated to America from Malmö. She boarded the ship Bergensfjord on 28 Jan. 1916 and left for America from
Bergen, Norway, on 2 Feb. Her destination was Seattle, WA, where her half-sister Gerda lived, who was married to Charley Olsson. In
the U.S. Census 1920 she lived with her sister and her family at Fairview No. 427 in Seattle, and that is the last I know of her. She might
have changed her first name to Goldie, but I am not sure of that.
Her sister Gerde died 26 Jun. 1946 in Seattle. In her obituary is mentioned that she had a sister in Oregon (no name).
I would appreciate all information!
Ann-Marie Engfeldt Fabriksgatan 2 F, SE 43278 Tvååker, Sweden. Phone 046-0705247244. E-mail: <liza2@telia.com>
# 1328
Johannesson, Johansson, Bäckström
Jan Magnus Johansson/Johannesson (b. 25 May 1873 in Gunnarskog (Värm.) emigrated 12 May 1893 from Bortan, Gunnarskog. He
is not found in the Swedish passenger lists, but may have travelled from Christiania (Oslo), which was closer than Göteborg. It is said
that he was later a lay-preacher and had changed his surname to Bäckström/Beckstrom. In the 1900 U.S. Census he is probably found
as living in Evanston township, Cook County, IL, and is listed as a theology student.
The younger brother Anders Gustaf Johannesson (b. 27 March 1878 in Gunnarskog) was in 1900 a tailor’s apprentice in Eda
(Värm.), from where he immigrated on 11 April 1903.
All and any information on these brothers would be most welcome!
Gunnel Larsson, Murkelvägen 4, SE-681 35 Kristinehamn, Sweden. E-mail: <gunnel.larsson3@comhem.se>
# 1329
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The Last Page
Dear friends,
The summer is gone, and the leaves have
started to fall off the trees, and there is a
feeling of cool air. Lately it has rained a
lot, and the mushroom pickers are happy.
This year is a bad apple year, compared to
last year, but the thorny blackberries are
many. We pick them and freeze them, and
then use them for various cakes and jams
during winter.
The big thing this summer has been our
first DNA tests. We received our matches
some time in August, and have now added
our Gedcoms to those. We each got many
2-4, and 3-5 cousins, but have only come
up with a few that we can recognize, not as
matches, but as people we knew anyway.
How we are related is still another thing to
find out.
A few weeks ago we visited what is
called a DNA café, organized by The

Help us promote the
SAG journal!
Do you belong to a Swedish genealogy or
other Swedish interest group? Even a
group that only sometimes focuses on
Sweden? We are happy to supply SAG
back issues and subscription brochures for
you to use as handouts.
If you will have a raffle or drawing, we
can even provide a certificate for a 1-year
subscription to SAG for you to give away.
Contact Jill Seaholm at
<jillseaholm@augustana.edu>, or
309.794.7204. Thank you!

Swedish Genealogical Society. We sat
there with our laptops and felt very lost, as
all this is new to us.
Then a woman came up to us and told
me that we were related in the 1600s, possibly. She mentioned her surname, and my
husband asked if she had any connections
with Sundsvall, where he grew up. His parents had friends with the same name. It
turned out that those friends were this woman’s in-laws. Her husband, who was also
present, had gone to the same school as
my husband. A fun connection!
The program (FTDNA) said that I had
the following origins: Scandinavia 77 %,
West and Central Europe 17 % and Finland 6 %.
Scandinavia was no big surprise, Europe
are probably various Germans and my lone
Italian, and I have a number of Swedish-

speaking Finlanders and at least a Finnishspeaking clergyman’s family way back in
time, and maybe a Forest Finn family in
Värmland. My husband had 97 % Scandinavia, <2 % Finland, and <1 % Siberia,
which was a big surprise!
To figure this out we need to go to more
DNA Cafés and study more. It is a totally
new world for us.
There are always new things to ponder.
Right now I am reading a thick book on
how the government communicated with
the “lower” classes in the population. The
usual way was for the authorities to send
out announcements that would be read in
church on Sunday, when everyone was
supposed to come to the service, and listen
to these also.
Till next time!
Elisabeth Thorsell

SAG
Workshop
Salt Lake City
22-29 Oct. 2017!
The early morning line when the FHL opens.

The SAG Workshop is the highlight of the year – a fun
learning experience and a chance to do your Swedish
genealogy with hands-on help from experienced Swedish
and American genealogists.
The 2017 Workshop is now officially filled.
Paid subscribers are mailed a SAG Workshop reservation form in
March upon request

http://www.bitly.com/SAGWorkshop
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Abbreviations
Table 1. Abbreviations for Swedish provinces (landskap) used by Swedish American Genealogist (as of March
2000) and Sveriges Släktforskarförbund (the Federation of Swedish Genealogical Societies, Stockholm [SSF]).
Landskap
(Province)

SAG & SSF
Abbr.

Landskap
(Province)

SAG & SSF
Abbr.

Blekinge
Bohuslän
Dalarna
Dalsland
Gotland
Gästrikland
Halland
Hälsingland
Härjedalen
Jämtland
Lappland
Medelpad
Norrbotten

Blek.
Bohu.
Dala.
Dals.
Gotl.
Gäst.
Hall.
Häls.
Härj.
Jämt.
Lapp.
Mede.
Nobo.

Närke
Skåne
Småland
Södermanland
Uppland
Värmland
Västerbotten
Västergötland
Västmanland
Ångermanland
Öland
Östergötland

Närk.
Skån.
Smål.
Södm.
Uppl.
Värm.
Väbo.
Vägö.
Väsm.
Ånge.
Öland
Östg.

Table 2. Abbreviations and codes for Swedish counties (län) formerly used by Swedish American Genealogist
(1981-1999) and currently used by Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB) (the Central Bureau of Statistics, Stockholm).
Län
(County)

SAG
Abbr.

SCB
Abbr.

SCB
Code

Län
(County)

SAG
Abbr.

SCB
Abbr.

SCB
Code

Blekinge
Dalarnaa
Gotland
Gävleborg
Halland
Jämtland
Jönköping
Kalmar
Kronoberg
Norrbotten
Skåneb

Blek.

Blek.
Dlrn.
Gotl.
Gävl.
Hall.
Jmtl.
Jkpg.
Kalm.
Kron.
Nbtn.
Skån.

K
W
I
X
N
Z
F
H
G
BD
M

Stockholm
Södermanland
Uppsala
Värmland
Västerbotten
Västernorrland
Västmanland
Västra Götalandc
Örebro
Östergötland

Stock.
Söd.
Upps.
Värm.
Vbn.
Vn.
Väst.

Sthm.
Södm.
Upps.
Vrml.
Vbtn.
Vnrl.
Vstm.
Vgöt.
Öreb.
Östg.

AB
D
C
S
AC
Y
U
O
T
E

Gotl.
Gävl.
Hall.
Jämt.
Jön.
Kalm.
Kron.
Norr.

Öre.
Ög.

a formerly Kopparberg (Kopp.; W) län.
b includes the former counties (län) of Malmöhus (Malm.; M) and Kristianstad (Krist.; L).
c includes the former counties (län) of Göteborg and Bohus (Göt.; O), Skaraborg (Skar.; R), and Älvsborg (Älvs.; P).

BD
Lappland
N

AC

s
Vä

Z

te

r

t
bo

te

Ångermanland

Jämtland

Y
len
da
rje
Hä

Medelpad
Hälsingland

X
Dalarna

Gästrikland

w
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S

U
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T
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n

E

R

V

P
N

H

I

t
äs

er

g

d
llan
Ha

F

Närke

Dalsland

uslä

O

Västmanland

Värmland

la
öt

nd

Östergötland

Blekinge

K

Södermanland

Gotland

Småland

G
L

Uppland

Öland

Skåne

M
The counties (län) as they were before 1991.

The provinces (landskap).
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